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Drag Me To Hell - Wikipedia Murcia, the Basque Country, the Spanish
province where the film was shot, is generally considered to be distinct from
the village. The film uses a variety of different locations in the United States,
including the Paramount Ranch in Simi Valley, California, just west of Los
Angeles. The tombstone for actress Janet Leigh's mother Helen at Los
Angeles's Evergreen Cemetery was used as a location for the movie's opening
scene, which featured a woman collapsing at the grave. The opening credits
of the film feature a motorcycle wreck between two police cars that is
superimposed into shots of the Digger Peterbilt truck's actual, on-screen
wreck. The film received mixed reviews and was a box office failure.
However, it was nominated for four Golden Raspberry Awards in 2009
including Worst Picture, Worst Screenplay and Worst Actor, with Seth
MacFarlane winning for Worst Supporting Actor. All of the other nominees
lost to drag Me to Hell is based on the revenge plot of one of Fox's Saturday
Night Live cast members, Adam Sandler. In the storyline, Sandler plays a
devilish character (The Pimp) trying to stop his former girlfriend (Devil) from
being reincarnated. He must first prevent her from committing suicide to
keep her from going to hell. Viewing figures Fox Searchlight released the film
on DVD in February 2009 in the United States. It was re-released on DVD in
Australia in August 2009, on the DVD collection of Sandler's Greatest Hits.
The DVD set was also released in the UK and Ireland. As of January 2010, the
film's home video sales in the United States amounted to over one million
units, putting the film into the top five sellers on the home video charts. The
film's official DVD was certified platinum on November 30, 2009. Reception
Box office Drag Me to Hell was released in the United States and Canada on
August 30, 2009. It grossed $7,074,141 on its opening day, and went on to
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gross $18,545,115 domestically and $20,999,349 internationally. During its
seven-week theatrical run in the United States, it averaged $13,910 per
theater, and grossed $60,700,000, which is equivalent to $695,783,000 in
2009 dollars. Critical response The film received mixed reviews from critics.
On Rotten Tomatoes the film has a
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